EVERY MUSICIAN

will be pleased to know that a new Album, consisting of five volumes for VIOLIN and PIANO, containing compositions of well-known and celebrated composers, has just been published.

This Album has been carefully selected, arranged in progressive order, with fingering, bowing, and marks of expression by the famous virtuoso and well-known head of the violin department of the world-wide renowned Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany, namely:

HANS SITT

VOLUME I.

Contents:—10 pieces in first position, for medium players, by Amand, Dietz, Gilis, Hering, Huei, Moisst and Sitt.

VOLUME II.

Contents:—10 pieces for pupils in first position, but more advanced than Vol. I, by Bagge, Centola, Dietz, Hering, Schob, Sitt and Taubert.

VOLUME III.

Contents:—10 pieces in the first, second and third positions, by Centola, Gilis, Henselt, Huelweck, Longo, Reinecke, Sitt and Tardif.

VOLUME IV.

Contents:—9 pieces in the first to fifth position, by Centola, Forberg, Goltermann, Huelweck, Klengel, Jessich and Sitt.

VOLUME V.

Contents:—9 pieces in all positions for advanced players and concert use by Bossi, Centola, Carri, Elgar, Hubay, Klengel, Scharwenka and Sitt.

PRICE, $1.00 PER VOLUME

We have each composition in separate number, so that you may order your special favorites again singly.